Dear Mr. Ferroggiaro:

This responds to your January 31, 2003 FAX requesting copies of the Office of Personnel Management's ten oldest open or pending Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests currently being processed or held pending coordination with other agencies.

The Office of Personnel Management has no pending FOIAS. Most requests to OPM are Privacy Act requests from individuals for personal information about themselves (copies of their own Official Personnel Folder or background investigations). The agency answers almost all the relatively few FOIAS it receives well within the 20 day statutory limit.

If you are dissatisfied with this response you may appeal by writing to the Office of the General Counsel, Office of Personnel Management, 1900 E Street, NW, Washington, DC 20415. An appeal should include a copy of the request, a copy of this letter, and a statement explaining why you believe the decision is in error.

Sincerely,

Nancy G. Miller
OPM FOIA/PA Officer
Office of the Chief Information Officer
(202) 606-0017
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